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Narrowing focus
• Vision
• Values
• Mission
• Value proposition
• Culture
• Target Market
• Segments
• Stakeholder perceptions
• Services
• Products
• Infrastructure

• Marketing strategy
• Competition
• Trends
• Pricing
• Distribution
• Research
• Environment
• Economic
• Socio/Political
• Strengths/weakness
• Opportunities
• Threaths

• Core values

• Brand attributes

• Competetive advantage

• Differentiation

• Value proposition

• Business category

• Central idea

• Unifying concept

• Key messages

• Voice and tone

UNDERSTANDING CLARIFYING POSITIONING BRAND ESSENCE

Wheeler 2003: Designing Brand Identity



Process
by Wheeler 2003: Designing Brand Identity
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The Role of Design

• Design is more than aesthetics and 
problem-solving. It has a business role that 
needs to be recognized.

• Design addresses business objectives, 
opportunities and challenges.

• Design operates both on strategic and 
tactical level.

”Design is a critical strategic asset that is 
most effective when employed early in 
corporate plans, not as a decorative finality.”

-AIGA, the professional association for design

Peter L. Phillips (2004) Creating the Perfect Design Brief: How to Manage Design for Strategic Advantage. 
DMI & Allworth Press, New York.



Design strategy

“Design strategists will help any
design team create the why and the

how that will lead to a more
meaningful what.”
– Abby Godee



Benefits Achieved by Design 
(findings from Design ROI project)

Antti Pitkänen (ed.), Heidi Cheng, Kristian Keinänen, Maria Salo (2012) Design ROI Research Project. 
http://issuu.com/anttipitkanen/docs/droi_measurabledesign_2012_issuu_en?e=0/4854741



Benefits Achieved by Design 
(findings from Design ROI project 2013)

• Brand strengthening

• Access to new markets

• Creation of new markets

• Expandability, repeatability

• Innovation

• Learning

• Increased process efficiency

• Shortened time to market

• Differentiation

• User satisfaction

• Aesthetics

• Desirability

• Usability

• Eco-friendliness

• Life cycle optimisation

• Structural optimisation

• Production process optimisation

• More efficient logistics

• Faster/easier installation/deployment

• Increased efficiency of internal communications

• Increased efficiency of external communications

• Increased occupational well-being

• Increased occupational health and safety

Antti Pitkänen (ed.), Heidi Cheng, Kristian Keinänen, Maria Salo (2012) Design ROI Research Project. 
http://issuu.com/anttipitkanen/docs/droi_measurabledesign_2012_issuu_en?e=0/4854741



What consumer value in packaging

Korhonen V. Jokinen S. Joutsela M. (2014) Is Your Package Pro-LOHAS? -Findings of the Finnish LOHASPACK Study 2011–2014



Convenience
Ease-of-use
Appropriateness
Safe
Meaningful
Containment
Protection
Efficiency
Handleability

Provide and organize 
relevant information:
What, for whom, 
coming from where, 
made by whom,
how to be used,
what features are included

Recyclability
Re-usability
Sustainability
Energy-use
Materials
Responsibility

Memories
Pleasantness
Aesthetics
Experience
Relationship
Contextual value
Originality
Collectability
Desirebility
Multi-sensory

i.e.
What the product 
is expected to do:
Fit-for-purpose
User-interface
Portioning
Optimal usability
Practicality

Appearance
Brand image
Luxury
Designer-products
Differentiation
Personal

Price-point
Value for money
Worth



ILLUSTRATION BRAND VALUES

SYMBOLS

TYPOGRAPHY

COLOURS



identity position brand
image





First moment of truth

Distinguishing 
from distance

Recognizing 
category 
and type

First 
impression, 

and likeability

Interpretation 
and meaning 

making
Inviting to 

touch







Who to design for?

• The targeted audience determines which design approach is right (Target group thinking)

• Marketers can segment people by demographic, geographic and psychographic factors. 
Also media use, lifestyles and consumption patterns can be used as criteria for grouping people.

• When the underlying background factors are taken into account people tend to behave the same way
under certain conditions. 

• Marketers can try to generalize and address consumers’ needs and wants based on identified patterns.



Who do you target?



Useful marketing terms to know

• SEGMENTATION
grouping consumers in terms of their needs and desires

• TARGETING
choosing the consumer segment to target marketing to

• POSITIONING
the place a product occupies in a given market



Bloch, Peter H (1995) Seeking the Ideal Form: Product Design and Consumer Response. Journal of Marketing, Vol. 59, 
No. 3, 16–29

A good design attracts consumers 
to a product, communicates to 
them, and adds value to the 
product by increasing the quality 
of the usage experiences 
associated with it. (Bloch, 1995)
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